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Abstract:

A number of content viewing systems that use electronic money have been proposed recently. These systems’
access control uses license information stored in the specific hardware such as a set-top box (STB), which
is distributed by broadcasters or communication carriers. However, such an access control decreases the
usability of the system, since users cannot carry around a STB. To solve this problem, other content viewing
systems uses an electronic prepaid ticket and a tamper resistant module (TRM) for digital broadcasting. In
such a system, license information stored in the TRM is transferred to a user’s mobile terminal, such as a
cellular phone. The user, who carries this mobile terminal, can view contents away from home. This kind of
system requires the license information to be managed securely and the electronic prepaid ticket payment to
be performed correctly. In this paper, we propose another system that meets these requirements and enables
anonymous viewing with a low CPU cost.

1

INTRODUCTION

Japanese digital broadcasting currently implements a
digital rights management (DRM) system that uses
conditional access system (CAS) cards (ARIB, 2005).
Each CAS card is a smart card with a tamper-resistant
module (TRM), and it is inserted in a receiver. In
addition, content distribution services implement a
DRM that uses a set-top box (STB) with on-board license information distributed by the carrier over the
Internet. In these systems, the TRM in the CAS card
and STB decodes the control data, extracts decryption
keys from license information, and manages contract
data. However, if a user wants to view content away
from home, she/he must carry her/his TRM from the
CAS card or STB. Consequently, family members at
home would not be able to view any content until the
TRM is returned.
Besides this problem, users naturally want to preserve their privacy so that third parties, like content
providers or research companies, cannot obtain personal information, such as content viewed or places
visited by the user. This need for privacy may be true
even for pay-per-view channels. Hence, an anony-

mous content viewing system is required.
There are a number of approaches to solve these
problems with electronic money (Okamoto and Ohta,
1992; Camenisch et al., 2005). In addition, other approaches with electronic tokens and with blind signatures have been developed, whereby a digital signature is made without disclosing information to the
signer beforehand (Song and Korba, 2003; Shigetomi et al., 2003; Chaum, 1982; Chaum, 1989). This
method can ensure anonymity and allow a user carrying an electronic ticket or a token to view content outside the home. However, it incurs a heavy CPU load,
since an exponent calculation is necessary to use a token. This means the number of processes in a TRM
of the CAS card or STB would be large.
Another method employs a group signature
(Ogawa et al., 2005). When a user makes a contract
with content providers, she/he uses a group signature
to ensure anonymity. However, this method uses a token, and the CPU cost to deal with the token is heavy.
In addition, since the general manager of the group
signature can identify the signer, the system can not
provide perfect anonymity.
These previous proposals are difficult to process,
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given the limited resources of the TRM in a CAS
card or STB. Consequently, content viewing systems
ought to consider the limited resources of the CAS
card or STB. The methods in (Inamura et al., 2006;
Fujisawa et al., 2006) are developed, considering such
limitations. These proposed systems have characteristics that can transfer license information and perform
anonymous processing that issues and pays prepaid
tickets. In addition, these systems can be used anytime and anywhere. They use two different primitive cryptographic technologies: asymmetric key encryption or symmetric key encryption. The former
encryption ensures anonymity with a blind signature.
The latter enables anonymity and offline payment for
viewing contents, and it also reduces the cost of management.
Here, we review the previous methods that can
work with limited resources, and propose a new system that exploits their advantages with different primitive cryptographic technologies. In addition, we propose a new method that prevents illegal use of electronic prepaid tickets. In section 2, we describe the
service model and requirements for security. We also
describe problems of the previous methods (Inamura
et al., 2006; Fujisawa et al., 2006). In section 3, we
propose the improved system that does not have the
previous methods’ problems. In section 4, we discuss
the requirements for security and the system. Section
5 is the conclusion.

2.2

This service model consists of the following entities:
a TRM in a CAS card or STB at home or outside, a
mobile terminal, a license administrator, banks, and
content providers. The user pays to view content with
prepaid tickets. The following characteristics are required for security and the system:
(a) Sound charge: In order to view content outside
the home, the TRM in a receiver (outside) gets the
equivalent value of a prepaid ticket with the content fee. The charge is processed based on license
data in the TRM.
(b) Unforgeability: No one can generate or change
the value of a prepaid ticket.
(c) Wiretapping Impossibility: Ticket data must not
be revealed even if wiretapping occurs.
(d) Double-spending Impossibility: Double-spending
must be detected even if a user uses duplicated
prepaid tickets.
(e) Anonymity: It should be impossible to identify
users during issuing or paying of prepaid tickets.
(f) Divisibility: Prepaid tickets can be divided into
smaller value tickets.
(g) Offline: Prepaid tickets should be able to be used
without the TRM in a receiver being connected to
the license administrator.

2.3

2
2.1

SERVICE MODEL AND
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Service Model

The method of payment is determined when the user
makes a contract with the license administrator. The
user can request the license administrator to provide
prepaid tickets through the user interface (UI) of a
mobile terminal or a receiver at home. After the
TRM in a receiver authenticates the mobile terminal,
the license administrator issues the electronic prepaid
ticket, which is then stored on the TRM in the mobile
terminal. When the user uses a prepaid ticket, she/he
selects content by using the receiver-UI (outside) and
pays the fee to a TRM in a receiver (outside) with the
prepaid ticket stored in her/his mobile terminal. The
license administrator collects the used prepaid tickets.
It pays the content providers through a bank. Figure
1 shows the service model.
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Requirements

Problems with Previous Methods
(Inamura et al., 2006; Fujisawa
et al., 2006)

The two previous systems (Inamura et al., 2006; Fujisawa et al., 2006) implementing this service model
used different primitive cryptographic technologies.
One system is based on asymmetric key encryption and digital signatures (Inamura et al., 2006). In
order to ensure anonymity, this system uses blind signatures when issuing prepaid tickets. This system attaches a serial number to a prepaid ticket, and prevents illegal use by having the license administrator
manage the serial number. It cannot reveal the relationship between the user and serial number since the
issuance protocol uses blind signatures. However, this
system cannot deal with the payment protocol unless
the TRM in a receiver is connected to the license administrator, since it is necessary to verify the serial
number at the license administrator when paying for
prepaid tickets. On the other hand, it may be impossible to collect prepaid tickets, since many receivers
may converge on the server connections of the license
administrator.
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Figure 1: Prepaid Content Viewing Service Model.

The other system is based on symmetric key encryption(Fujisawa et al., 2006). It processes quickly
even with the limited resources of a CAS card or STB.
To ensure anonymity when issuing a prepaid ticket, a
pseudo-user identity is attached to a prepaid ticket so
the system does not directly know the relationship between the user and prepaid tickets. This system also
ensures the anonymity of the relationship between
viewing content and the user when she/he pays for
prepaid tickets since it sums the fees for each content
provider during a certain period. The license administrator collects the summed fees by polling in order
to distribute the load on its server. However, although
the receiver (outside) does not deal with payment processing for prepaid tickets and forwarding processing for contents fees at the same time, this system is
not perfectly anonymous to the license administrator
when the user pays for prepaid tickets, since the receiver (outside) knows the pseudo-user identity and
what content is being viewed at the same time.

3
3.1

OUR PROTOCOLS
Point of Our Work

The problems of the previous methods (Inamura
et al., 2006; Fujisawa et al., 2006) are heavy load
on servers and lack of perfect anonymity. Hence,
we solve such problems by using a method based on
asymmetric key encryption in issuance protocol and
also a method based on symmetric key encryption in
payment protocol. In order to process quickly, our
system uses a symmetric key encryption to transfer
data between entities. But for key exchange, it uses

asymmetric key encryption between the receiver and
the mobile terminal. In addition, we improve the
construction of the prepaid ticket. Below we describe
these improvements.
Issuance Protocol:
• It uses blind signatures in order to ensure perfect
anonymity.
• It holds the times, which the prepaid ticket has
been used, within the prepaid ticket data.
Payment Protocol:
• The license administrator collects summed fees of
contents during a certain period in the TRM of the
receiver (outside), for offline processing.
• The TRM in the receiver (outside) issues a new
prepaid ticket based on used prepaid tickets.
When it does so, it adds one to the times, which
the prepaid ticket has been used.
• The license administrator verifies the serial number when it collects the summed fees for each content provider by polling.

3.2

Protocols

3.2.1

Overview of Our Protocols

Our system is composed of five entities: the license
administrator, a TRM in a receiver home, outside, a
mobile terminal and content providers, and it employs
four protocols: registration for a mobile terminal, issuance for a prepaid ticket, payment for content fee,
forwarding for summed fees of contents.
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The identity of the user’s mobile terminal is converted into a pseudo identity (IDa ) with a one-way
function. The IDa is registered in the TRM in the receiver (home) and is used to verify the user’s mobile
terminal for the issuance of a prepaid ticket.
In the protocols, each communication must be secure. For this purpose, a master key (Km ) is shared
among the license administrator and all TRMs (home,
outside). Moreover, the protocols use work keys
(Kw /Kwt ), which are generated at a TRM and exchanged by using asymmetric key encryption. The
work key Kw , which is shared by the TRM (home)
and the mobile terminal, is generated when the mobile terminal is registered through the TRM in the receiver. Kw is used when a prepaid ticket is issued to
the mobile terminal. Another work key, Kwt , which
is shared temporarily between the TRM (outside) and
the mobile terminal, is generated in the TRM and is
transferred to the mobile terminal with an asymmetric
key encryption method.
Prepaid tickets are processed in the TRM in the receiver or mobile terminal. The payment is calculated,
and the balance is issued as a new prepaid ticket.
To ensure the anonymity of the relationship between viewing content and the user, the TRM sums
the values of prepaid tickets collected during a certain period, and the total amount due each content
provider is transmitted to the license administrator.
The protocols described below are based on the
following assumptions.
Assumptions:

(g) MAC is used to authenticate the sender.
In the followings, we use these notations.
Notations:
• STB: set-top box, which is a receiver distributed
by the carrier.
• receiver: A receiver with an inserted CAS card or
a STB.
• UI: user interface
• rn : random number used in a challenge-response
process
• rcn : random number
• Kw : a work key that is shared by the TRM in a
receiver and a mobile terminal.
• Kwt : a work key that is shared temporarily between the TRM in a receiver and a mobile terminal. A new Kwt is generated whenever prepaid
tickets are used.
• Km : the master key shared by all TRMs in a receiver and the license administrator.
• pk, pkt : a mobile terminal has a public key. It involves work key (Kw /Kwt ) exchange.
• IDa : the identity of a mobile terminal, for instance, the phone’s contract number.
• MAC(m, k): message authentication code, which
encrypts a message (m) with a shared key (k).
Message (ALL) denotes all encrypt data.

(a) A mobile terminal mounts a PKI function and can
deal with it, and it has public keys and secret keys.

• pENC(m, k): Encrypted data of message (m) with
a key (k). The encryption method is asymmetric
key encryption.

(b) The license administrator mounts a PKI function
and can deal with it, and it has public keys and
secret keys.

• sENC(m, k): Encrypted data of message (m) with
a key (k). The encryption method is symmetric
key encryption.

(c) Although the TRM in a receiver mounts a PKI
function and can deal with it, the TRM does not
have a public key or a secret key itself.

• LID: a license identity, for instance, the identity
of the TRM in a receiver or a STB.

(d) The license administrator and all TRMs in the receiver share a master key (Km ). The MAC (message authentication code) of the prepaid ticket
data is keyed with Km . It also uses Km when it
verifies a contracted receiver, which is managed
by the license administrator.

• Si , Z, Ti , rc: serial number of prepaid ticket (Si ),
balance (Z), times the ticket has been used (Ti )
and random number for padding (rc)

(e) The license administrator and the TRM in a receiver are trustworthy. They do not perform any
illegal acts on the issuance or the charge of a prepaid ticket.
(f) No one can obtain or substitute internal information or processing in a TRM.
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• Xi : values of prepaid tickets issued

• BL(m): Blind data of message (m) generated by
the user using a blind signature scheme.
• SIGLID (m): Digital signature of message (m) generated by the license administrator.
• Y : Fee of content selected by the user
• Pro j , Pay j (Y ): Pro j is the identity of the content
provider (1 ≤ j ≤ Np ) and Pay j (Y ) is the content
fee paid to the content provider
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3.2.2

1. The TRM in the receiver receives a request for issuance, and sends a random number (r1 ) to the
mobile terminal as a challenge.
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Figure 2: Registration of Mobile Terminal.

Prepaid tickets are stored on the mobile terminal.
The mobile terminal must be registered once with a
TRM in a receiver (home) before a prepaid ticket is
issued. The registration protocol registers the mobile
terminal by using the receiver-UI. Figure 2 shows the
mobile terminal registration protocol.
1. The TRM in the receiver receives a request for
registration, and sends a random number (r0 ) to
the mobile terminal.

2. The mobile terminal generates response data,
IDa ||MAC(IDa ||r1 , Kw ), using the recorded Kw
and sends it to the TRM.
3. If the verification of the response succeeds, a user
inputs the money value for the prepaid ticket (X0 )
by using the receiver-UI.
4. The TRM generates a serial number for the
prepaid ticket (Si ), and blinds Si . Furthermore,
the TRM generates issuance request data,
sENC(X0 ||LID, Km )||BL(Si )||MAC(ALL, Km ),
and sends it to the license administrator.
5. If the verification of the MAC(ALL, Km ) sent by
the TRM succeeds, the prepaid ticket fee is paid
by direct debit from the user’s bank account. The
fee depends on a LID being a TRM identity. Furthermore, the license administrator signs the blind
data, generates a part of the prepaid ticket data,
sENC(SIGLID (BL(Si )), Km )||MAC(ALL, Km),
and sends them to the TRM.
6. The TRM unblinds the data sent by the license
administrator and verifies it. If the verification
succeeds, the TRM encrypts the full prepaid ticket
data, sENC(rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si )||MAC(rc||
Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si ), Km ), Kw )||MAC(ALL, Kw ),
and sends it to the mobile terminal.
7. The mobile terminal decrypts the prepaid ticket
data with the Kw , rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si )||
MAC(rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si ), Km ), and stores it.

2. The mobile terminal sends a public key certificate
including the key (pk) itself.

3.2.4

3. The TRM generates a work key (Kw ) and sends
data encrypted with pk, pENC(Kw ||r0 , pk), to the
mobile terminal.

The prepaid ticket payment protocol is conducted between the mobile terminal and the TRM in the receiver (outside) as follows. Figure 4 shows this protocol.

4. The mobile terminal sends encrypted data,
sENC(r0 , Kw )||MAC(ALL, Kw ), with Kw to the
TRM in the receiver.
5. The TRM verifies the random number (r0 ). If
the verification succeeds, the TRM sends the acknowledge signal (ACK) to the mobile terminal.
The TRM registers Kw and IDa in database.
6. The mobile terminal records Kw .
3.2.3

Prepaid Ticket Issuance

The prepaid ticket issuance protocol is performed as
follows. Figure 3 shows this protocol.

Prepaid Ticket Payment

1. The TRM in the receiver (outside) receives a payment request and sends a random number (r2 ) to
the mobile terminal.
2. The mobile terminal sends a public key certificate
including the key (pkt ) itself.
3. The TRM generates a temporal work key (Kwt ),
which is generated at each payment, and sends
data encrypted with pkt , pENC(Kwt ||r2 , pkt ), to
the mobile terminal.
4. The mobile terminal sends data encrypted with
Kwt , sENC(r2 , Kwt )||MAC(ALL, Kwt ), to the TRM
in the receiver.
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Figure 3: Issuance of Prepaid Ticket.

5. The TRM verifies the random number (r2 ). If the
verification succeeds, the TRM obtains a content
fee (Y ), which is a content selected by a user. The
TRM sends the content fee data, Y ||MAC(Y, Kwt ),
to the mobile terminal.
6. The mobile terminal sends the prepaid ticket data
that needs a content fee (Y ), sENC((rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||
SIGLID (Si ))||MAC(rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si ), Km ),
Kwt )||MAC(ALL, Kwt ), to the TRM.
7. The TRM verifies the digital signature
(SIGLID (Si )).
If the verification succeeds,
the TRM charges the content fee to the prepaid
tickets and calculates the balance of the prepaid
tickets. The TRM changes the incremental value
of times the ticket has been used (Ti ) and issues
a new prepaid ticket based on the balance of
the previous prepaid ticket. The TRM sends
new prepaid ticket data, sENC(rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||
SIGLID (Si )||MAC(rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si ), Km ),
Kwt )||MAC(ALL, Kwt ), to the mobile terminal.
8. The mobile terminal decrypts prepaid ticket data
with Kwt , rc||Ti ||Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si )||MAC(rc||Ti ||
Z||Si ||SIGLID (Si ), Km ) and stores it.
3.2.5

Contents Fee Forwarding

The forwarding for the content fees protocol sends
the used prepaid tickets from the TRM in the receiver
(outside) to the license administrator as follows. Figure 5 shows this protocol.
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Figure 5: Content Fee Forwarding.

1. The license administrator sends a forwarding request, which is scheduled, to the TRM in the receiver (outside).
2. The
TRM generates
forwarding data,
sENC({(Si ||Ti )}i ||{(Pro j ||Pay j )} j=1,··· ,Np ,
Km )||MAC(ALL, Km ), that comprises the pair
of the serial number of the paid ticket and the
times it has been used, and the pair of the content
provider identity and summed fees for each
content provider, and sends them.
3. The license administrator verifies {Si , Ti }i . If Si
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is not in the database, the license administrator
records (Si , Ti ) in it. If Si is in it, the license administrator verifies whether Ti is a duplication or
ordinal number. If the verification succeeds, the
license administrator superposes the value of Ti on
the record for Si in the database.
4. The license administrator sends ACK to the TRM
and distributes the content fees to each content
provider.

4

DISCUSSION

We discuss the security requirements outlined in section 2.2.
(a) Sound charge: The sound charge consists of the
correctness of a prepaid ticket value during issuing and the correctness of a new issued prepaid
ticket based on a calculated value when paying
for the prepaid tickets in the TRM of a receiver
(outside). The prepaid ticket data related to the issuance, which is encrypted with Km , is issued by
the license administrator. Under the assumption
that the license administrator and the TRM in a

receiver (home) are trustworthy, the data is correct. Hence, the processes in Sec.3.2 guarantee a
sound charge.
(b) Unforgeability: Since prepaid tickets are decrypted in the TRM of a receiver and a mobile
terminal, and are calculated in a TRM of the receiver, they are unforgeable. Moreover, the MAC
of the prepaid ticket data is keyed with Km and
is attached to every transaction in order to detect
illegal prepaid tickets. It is hard to generate correct prepaid tickets and to change a value of a prepaid ticket without Km . Unforgeability is achieved
through the use of a TRM and a MAC. In addition, balance data of a prepaid ticket is stored as
a plain text in a mobile terminal, for calculating
needed number of prepaid tickets on a mobile terminal. But a prepaid ticket ensures security by
MAC, which is encrypted with Km in a TRM.
(c) Wiretapping Impossibility: To use prepaid tickets,
it is necessary to know the serial number. Even
if an attacker obtains prepaid ticket data during
a communication between entities, he would be
hard for him to use it since it is data encrypted or
blinded.
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(d) Double-spending Impossibility: The license administrator can detect illegal prepaid tickets by
verifying the serial number of a prepaid ticket and
the times it has been used. Hence it is possible
to prevent double-spending even if a user uses a
duplicated prepaid ticket.
(e) Anonymity: The license administrator cannot ascertain the relationship between the user and the
serial number of a prepaid ticket when issuing a
prepaid ticket. The TRM in a receiver (outside)
cannot identify the user since the prepaid ticket
data is encrypted with Kwt when paying for prepaid tickets. In addition, prepaid tickets are periodically summed. This process deletes history of
each user’s viewing content. It is impossible to
extract the user’s individual viewing content from
the summed prepaid ticket value. Hence, it ensures anonymity to the license administrator and
the TRM in a receiver (outside). The user can thus
view content anonymously.
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